Abstract. Recently, Augmented Regular Expressions (AREs) have been proposed as a formalism to describe, recognize and learn a nontrivial class of context-sensitive languages (CSLs) 1, 2]. AREs augment the expressive power of Regular Expressions (REs) by including a set of constraints, that involve the number of instances in a string of the operands of the star operations of an RE. Although it is demonstrated that not all the CSLs can be described by AREs, the class of representable objects includes planar shapes with symmetries, which is important for pattern recognition tasks. Likewise, it is proved that AREs cover all the pattern languages 3]. An e cient algorithm is presented to recognize language strings by means of AREs. The method is splitted in two stages: parsing the string by the underlying regular expression and checking that the resulting star instances satisfy the constraints.
Introduction
In order to extend the potential of application of the syntactic approach to pattern recognition 4], the e cient use of models capable of describing context-sensitive structural relationships is needed, since most objects cannot be represented adequately by regular or context-free languages 5]. Moreover, learning such models from examples is interesting to automate as much as possible the development of applications. Context-sensitive grammars 6] are not a good choice, since their parsing is computationally expensive and there is not any available algorithm to learn them automatically. Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs) 7] are powerful models that have been used in natural language processing, but which are very di cult to infer 8]. Pattern languages 3] provide a very limited mechanism to take into account some context in uences (namely, the repetition of variable substrings along the strings of the language), and some algorithms have been proposed to infer them from examples and queries 3, 9] . Nevertheless, the expressive power of pattern languages is clearly insu cient to cope with most of the context-sensitive structures (e.g. rectangles).
On the other hand, it is known that controlled (context-free) grammars can generate some context-sensitive languages (CSLs) 6]. By using a recursive sequence of control sets on universal even-linear grammars, Takada has shown that a hierarchy of language families that are properly contained in the class of CSLs can be learned using regular inference algorithms 10]. Furthermore, an e cient parsing procedure can be devised for each language in any of these families, which is based on parsing successively by a set of universal even-linear grammars 10]. However, the gap in expressive power between each of these language families and the class of CSLs seems to be rather large, and it is not clear what types of context relations can be described by the controlled grammars.
Recently, Augmented Regular Expressions (AREs) have been proposed as a formalism to describe, recognize and learn a class of CSLs, that covers planar shapes with symmetries 1]. AREs are neither the regular-like expressions 6], that are known to describe the family of CFLs, nor a type of regulated rewriting 6]. Roughly speaking, an ARER is formed by a regular expression (RE) R, in which the stars are replaced by natural-valued variables (called star variables), and these variables are related through a nite number of constraints (linear equations). Note that REs are reduced to AREs with zero constraints among the star variables. A general method to learn AREs from examples is described elsewhere 2]. Here, we deal with the problem of recognizing a given string as belonging to the language described by an ARE, and we present an e cient method to solve it.
2 Augmented Regular Expressions (AREs) Let = fa 1 ; :::; a m g be an alphabet and let denote the empty string. The regular expressions (REs) over and the languages that they describe are de ned recursively as follows: ; and are REs that describe the empty set and the set f g, respectively; for each a i 2 (1 i m), a i is a RE that describes the set fa i g; if P and Q are REs describing the languages L P and L Q , respectively, then (P + Q), (P Q), and (P ) are REs that describe the languages L P L Q , L P L Q and L P , respectively. By convention, the precedence of the operations in decreasing order is (star), (concatenation), + (union). This precedence together with the associativity of the concatenation and union operations allows to omit many parentheses in writing an RE. The language described by an RE R is denoted L(R). Two REs P and Q are said to be equivalent, denoted by P = Q, if they describe the same language. REs and nite-state automata (FSA) are alternative representations of the class of regular languages, and there are algorithms to nd an RE equivalent to a given FSA and viceversa 11, 12] .
Let R be a given RE including ns star symbols (ns 0). The set of star variables associated with R is an ordered set of natural-valued variables V = fv 1 ; :::; v ns g, which are associated one-to-one with the star symbols that appear in R in a left-to-right scan. We say that a star variable v 2 V is instantiated, during the parsing of a string s by RE R (from which V has been de ned), each time the operand of the corresponding star (an RE) is matched zero or some number of consecutive times against a substring of s. The number of repeated matches (cycles) of the star operand in an instance of v will be the value of v for that instance. Hence, star variables can only take natural numbers as values. However, we will see that, for computational purposes, it is useful to assign a special value, say ?1, to a star variable v, whenever v is not instantiated during a cycle of an instance of its father in T . In this way, all the star variables that are brothers in the star tree T will have the same structure of instances for a given string. Let us put it more formally.
Let V be the set of star variables associated with an RE R. Star tree
r Star instances The context-sensitive language fa k j k is a prime g is another counterexample. Indeed, it seems reasonable to expect that a large class of CSLs will not be described by AREs either, due to the limited type of context constraints that can be represented.
Consider now the CSL L 2 = fxx j x 2 (0 + 1) + g that corresponds to the pattern language xx over the binary alphabet = f0; 1g, where the variable x stands for any string in On the other hand, it is obvious that the class of pattern languages does not cover the languages represented by AREs. For example, the language of rectangles L(R 1 ) and the CFL f0 v1 1 v2 0 v3 j v 2 = v 1 + v 3 g cannot be described by any pattern language.
String Recognition Through AREs
The recognition of a string s as belonging to a language L(R) can be clearly divided in two steps: parsing s by R, and if success, checking the satisfaction of constraints L by the star instances SI s (V ) that result from the parse. If R is unambiguous, a unique parse and set of star instances SI s (V ) is possible for each s 2 L(R), and therefore a single satisfaction problem must be analysed to test whether s 2 L(R).
Parsing Strings by REs to Build the Star Instances
Two algorithms for unambiguous RE parsing have been reported 1] which, given a string s and an RE R, respond whether s 2 L(R) or not, and in the rst case, build the corresponding set of star instances SI s (V ). The processing of the input string is divided in two phases: the recognition and construction phases. The rst algorithm, with a time complexity of O(jsj jRj), uses the RE R (alone) for recognition. The construction phase is a kind of re-run of the recognition phase in which it is known in advance that the string will be successfully parsed by the RE, and thus, the true instances of the star variables can be recorded. To this end, the current star variable that is involved in parsing is tracked, and the value of each new instance is computed by counting the number of consecutive matches of the operand of the related star.
The second algorithm is a more e cient parsing method, that can be run In order to ful l a constraint of an ARE, it is rst required that the involved star variables must share a common structure of instances for the given string s, i.e. the number of instances of each one of them must be the same, and the corresponding instance values can be grouped, one for each variable, in rows, one row for each cycle of the instances of a common ancestor. At rst, it would seem that the set of related star variables should be brothers in T (their father being the common ancestor). However, it should be noted that if the values of the instances of a certain son are always constant for each instance of its father, then a unique value may be associated with it and so, regarding the instance list structure, the son may be promoted to a lower level in the tree. In such a case, we say that, with respect to the promoted son, the father is a degenerated ancestor. 2 Let A = ( ; Q; ; q0; F) be a DFA, where is an alphabet, Q = fq0; :::; qn?1g is a nite set of states, q0 Q is the initial state, F Q is a set of nal states, and is a state transition function. Let us assume that an arbitrary order < is established among states (except that the rst state is q0). Then, l ij is an RE that denotes the set of strings that take the DFA from state qi to state qj without passing through a state q k with k < l. 3 The skeleton of an RE R describes R in terms of the languages corresponding to a determined subset of the paths of A and it is formed in a simplifying step after running Arden's algorithm 1].
This promotion process may continue until a non-degenerated ancestor is found or a default node (e.g the root node r or a selected ancestor that is shared with other star variables) is reached as housing ancestor. Each time a star variable is promoted to a lower level, all of its redundant instances must be collapsed into a single one in order to t in the same list structure of the degenerated ancestor. Moreover, even if a common housing ancestor is not found, a set of star variables may meet a constraint whenever all of their housing ancestors are related by a strict equality. This fact ensures that a common instance structure is available, even though the star instances be not constant, as it occurs in the AREs describing pattern languages. ki g, i.e. the rst common ancestor going from each of these nodes to the root of T , is selected as candidate to common housing ancestor.
To verify the linear constraint l i it is mandatory that the instances of all the star variables involved in the relationship can be arranged in the structure of instances caused by the housing ancestor of v dep i (call it v hi ). Consequently, if any of them (say v 0 j ) has a housing ancestor (say v hj ) that is deeper than v c and the equation v hj = v hi is not met by the instances, then it means that a shared structure of instances is not available for the string s, and therefore, the constraint l i is considered to be violated. In the case of a star variable of an ARE having always a constant value (v dep i = a i0 ), no matter its level in T , its housing ancestor will be the root node, and obviously, all of its actual instances must be collapsed to the value a i0 to verify the constraint.
Finally, when the housing ancestor of all the star variables in l i coincides with v c or all the housing ancestors are related by strict equality, the constraint is tested on all the actual instances of v dep i . To this end, these instances are arranged in a column vector B, whereas the corresponding instances of the involved independent variables are orderly put as columns in a matrix A, together with an all-1's column associated with the constant term of the constraint. Then, it su ces to test A X = B, where X is the vector of coe cients in the right hand side of the constraint. Consider the example of Fig.2 . Given the constraints L 2 and the star instances displayed for the string s1, the algorithm would set v 13 as housed descendent of the root node r, and the rest of star variables of V 2 as housed descendents of v 13 . In the main loop, the six constraints of L 2 would be checked. The rst one, v 11 = v 1 + v 5 ?v 7 , would lead to the successful test of the system A X = B shown in Fig.3 . The rest of constraints would be veri ed similarly. Hence, the string s 1 of Fig.2 would be accepted as belonging to L(R 2 ). 
Conclusions
The Augmented Regular Expressions (AREs) permit to describe a class of context-sensitive languages (CSLs) capable of expressing multiple and complex constraints (e.g. planar shapes with symmetries). The recognition of a string as belonging to the language described by an ARE, which is based on parsing by the underlying RE and testing the constraints, is e cient, to the contrary of CSG parsing. Moreover, AREs provide a compact and intelligible representation of the associated languages. It has been shown that AREs cover all the pattern languages 3], but the size of an ARE describing a pattern language is exponential in the number of alphabet symbols. It should be remarked that the ARE representation may be extended in several ways. For example, the de nition of non-linear constraints could be allowed (e.g. quadratic equations); however, this would highly complicate the ARE learning procedure 2]. To cope with noisy data, a robust recognizer should use an error-correcting regular parser and a tolerant constraint checker, which could be based on correlation and linear regression (instead of strict linear equations).
